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why people obey the law new york university - understanding of why people obey or disobey the law is therefore of
interest to both legal authorities and their critics the first goal of this book is to contrast the instrumental and normative per
spectives on why people follow the law the instrumental perspective on the, tyler t why people obey the law paperback
princeton - people obey the law if they believe it s legitimate not because they fear punishment this is the startling
conclusion of tom tyler s classic study tyler suggests that lawmakers and law enforcers would do much better to make legal
systems worthy of respect than to try to instill fear of punishment, why do people obey the law university of chicago law
school - why do people obey the law economists credit deterrence saying that legal sanctions influence behavior and
sociologists point to legitimacy the idea that people obey the law because they see it as a legitimate authority, why people
obey the law bbc news - what this suggests it seems to me is that both effectiveness and fairness are important but that if
the system is not regarded as fair people are significantly less likely to obey the law, why people obey the law tom r tyler
9780691126739 - people obey the law if they believe it s legitimate not because they fear punishment this is the startling
conclusion of tom tyler s classic study tyler suggests that lawmakers and law enforcers would do much better to make legal
systems worthy of respect than to try to instill fear of punishment, why do we obey the law psychology today - when
asked why people obey the law legal scholars and academics usually give two answers to avoid legal consequences and
sanctions this is considered the economic or instrumental explanation
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